Boeing- Base Program

Boeing's successful partnerships with various External Technical Affiliations have provided opportunities to attract, develop, and inspire diverse STEM leaders. Boeing's commitment to develop the next 100 years' workforce is vital to our country's future innovation, technology, and global competitiveness. For this reason, we are excited to share with you today that we are expanding opportunities to reach talent through our newly launched Boeing Accelerated Student Experience (BASE) program targeting sophomores outside of the STEM field. (I think engineers with an interest in supply chain or business should also apply.)

This August, the BASE will offer a unique four day experience aimed to introduce the brightest students from across the United States to the exciting world of Aerospace. This four day all-expense paid program is designed for current freshmen who will be entering their sophomore year in the fall of 2016. Specifically, students with interests in Supply Chain Management, Business, Finance, Human Resources, IT, and other related fields are encouraged to apply.

Participants of the BASE program will have the opportunity to:

• Engage: Collaborate with other students from some of the world's best universities while diving into candid chats with employees to learn about where their interests might take flight with Boeing.

• Explore: Get a behind the scenes tour of Boeing's 737 production facility, hear from a past NASA astronaut, race the streets of downtown Seattle in a winner takes all scavenger hunt.

• Enrich: Jump right into the world of aerospace with a first-of-its-kind challenge designed to get you thinking creatively and working cross-functionally with students in and outside of your major.

We encourage you to share this exciting development opportunity with your students, your networks, and encourage them to apply.

Applications are open now through April 22nd. For more information and to apply, visit us at: www.boeing.com/base.

For questions, please contact our Boeing focal Dia Harris at dia.d.harris@boeing.com.

Together, we can achieve a common mission to attract, develop, and inspire the next century of future leaders!